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Battalion Advance! 

Last Updated: 21st November 2012 

The following is a fictional scenario set in the Western Front during mid June 1944. It is designed for use with 

the World War II Spearhead rule system.   

The scenario was the result of a requirement for a Spearhead training exercise to work through the finer points 

of a battalion level infantry assault on prepared positions. These finer points, it was felt, were sometimes lost in 

larger games especially for players new to Spearhead.  

This scenario can be played solo, as a training mission or with up to three players, with those learning the rules 

commanding the British as in this way they have more command decisions to make.  

Background:  

The Normandy front has already 

bogged down. Allied supplies 

continue to be delayed and artillery 

ammunition, in particular, is in short 

supply. Further, the Germans have 

offered greater resistance than 

initially expected, though their 

armoured counter attacks have been 

limited.   

Divisional HQ has decided on 

probing attacks to uncover 

weaknesses in the enemy defences 

while capturing important local 

objectives. Two infantry battalions, 

with limited support, are to conduct 

the attacks. The third battalion of the 

brigade remains in reserve and is not 

available for today's operation.  

Enemy forces are believed to be 

deployed in battalion strength. The 

forces are believed to be drawn from 

an infantry division so enemy armour 

is expected to be limited. The enemy 

frontline is far from fixed however. 

That said a ridge line runs at 45 

degrees to your advance and as such 

dominates much of the open ground.  

The Map: 

The map is based on a 36" wide by 

48" deep table where each grid square 

is 12" in width or 1200 yards. A series of woods break-up the battlefield and provide cover for both your forces 

and those of the enemy.  
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Orders of Battle: 

The forces engaged are as follows: 

German: 

German Infantry Battalion: 

• One Infantry Battalion from a 1944 Infantry Division at full TO&E with regular morale. All stands 

may be entrenched in light entrenchments. The battalion has defend orders. 

German Divisional Assets: 

• Two Stug III SP guns (75mm/L48) which are allocated to the battalion as support stands. Alternately, 

replace the Stugs with two Marder SP ATG. In either situation these stands may not be entrenched but 

may, for example, be deployed in woods or in cover on hills. 
• A single stand of 150mm artillery from the regimental gun company off table. Only two fire missions 

are available. No dedicated FAO, spotting is by fighting stand. 

German forces may be deployed on table up to the line between points "A - A" marked on the map. German 

troops may not deploy between this line and the British entry area. The battalion is given defend orders. Normal 

command radius applies except that up to three German infantry stands, excluding support weapons dropped off 

in the rear, may be initially deployed out of normal command range if desired. Any subsequent movement by 

this company must be to bring it into command as soon as possible, but can be at combat speeds.   

British: 

British Infantry Brigade: 

• Two infantry battalions at full TO&E. No RASC. Regular morale. 

British Divisional Assets:  

• One heavy weapons company of three HMG stands and one 4.2" mortar stand. These can be attached 

to one infantry battalion. The 4.2" mortar is off table and has five fire missions. It does not have a 

dedicated on table FAO.  
• One armoured squadron equipped with three Sherman stands and one Sherman Firefly stand. These can 

be attached to one infantry battalion.  
• Two 25pdr batteries each of two 25pdrs off table. Each battery has ten fire missions. One battery to be 

attached to each battalion each with a FAO. The FAO can request fire from one or both batteries. 

British troops enter on the indicated board edge. No troops may flank march but one battalion may be held in 

reserve off table. If held in reserve its entry point must be marked prior to the start of the game. Any, or all fire, 

missions may be pre-planned if desired.  

Special Rules: 

• British command arrows and allocation of support weapons are completed first. Then all German 

troops are placed on table, except that two German stands may be deployed in hidden positions. These 

stands are then only placed on table if they move, fire or are spotted. 

• The fields block visibility to troops at the same level. Treat all movement within fields as broken 

ground. The fields do not however provide protective cover.  

• The British FAOs can request fire from either or both 25pdr batteries each turn.  
• Counter battery rules are not to be used.  

• The game lasts a maximum of 16 turns. 
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Victory Conditions: 

To claim victory the British player must secure a number of features.  

He may claim a minor victory if he captures and holds three, of the four, two contour hills that dominate the 

town and surrounding area. He must achieve this without suffering more than 12 stands of casualties. 

To claim a major victory he must capture and hold the town as well as hold three, of the four, two contour hills 

that dominate the town and surrounding area. He must achieve this without suffering more than 18 stands of 

casualties. 

If the British player fails to achieve the above victory conditions the German player may claim victory. 


